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No metazoan cell survives on its own, absent the signals and support of its milieu. For multicellular
life with specialized tissues to persist, organization is everything and so defining the association of
position with cell state is critical to understanding how tissues function, maintain, and repair. This
review focuses specifically on place for progenitor and stem cells. Especially emphasized are hem-
atopoietic cells that balance free movement and stable position and where concepts of regulatory
interrelationshipshavebeenshownwith someprecision. It reviewsclassical andemergingconcepts
of the niche, particularly considering how niche functions may participate in neoplastic disease.Introduction
Position in the society of life is an anthropologic concept that
may be rightly if loosely applied to the interactive communities
of cells that comprise our bodies. There are hierarchies of func-
tion, differentiation, responsiveness and production of signals
and participation in disease. While the molecular processes de-
fining cell states are definedwith increasing and quantifiable pre-
cision by genome-wide inventories of chromatin structure and
gene expression, the characterization of cell interactions re-
mains largely qualitative. Yet, the principles of how cells engage
to create and maintain tissue are increasingly evident genetic
models where select subpopulations of cells are modified or
eliminated. Themajority of these examples concern adult tissues
and assess how tissue homeostasis and repair are conducted.
Therefore, they largely reveal the governance of stem and pro-
genitor cells. This review discusses the changing landscape of
stem and progenitor regulation including how their position
and the interactions that influence them may participate in the
evolution of cancer.
Historic Background
Radiation biology was of particular concern following the advent
of nuclear weapons in World War II as protecting populations
from radiation exposure was a paramount public health goal.
Combined efforts by physicists and biologists included the first
experimental definition of a stem cell in the classic and ingenious
experiments of Till, a biophysicist, and McCulloch, a physician
and cell biologist (Becker et al., 1963; Till and McCulloch,
1961). They defined the power of a single cell to regenerate a
tissue destroyed by radiation. Places like the Paterson Insti-
tute in Manchester, UK, assembled hematology researchers
T. Michael Dexter, who developed stromal cocultures as a
means of maintaining hematopoietic stem cells (HSC) in vitro
and demonstrated the dependence of HSCs on support from
populations of nonhematopoietic cells in the bone marrow (Dex-ter et al., 1977); Brian Lord, who championed the concept of an
architectural organization to the bone marrow demonstrating re-
gionalization of stem and progenitor cells in vivo (Lord et al.,
1975); and Raymond Schofield, who formally proposed the
stem cell niche articulating the functional attributes of a
specialized microenvironment on stem cell function in vivo
(Schofield, 1978). Together, they provided the intellectual under-
pinnings for much of what has subsequently developed in niche
biology.
Schofield laid out a theory that stem cells were located in
physical sites where they were uniquely regulated and were
not autonomous, as conventional wisdom suggested. He also
postulated that the niche had additional functions including the
ability to impose the stem cell state on more differentiated cells
(Figure 1). If ‘‘the stem cell daughter can find and occupy a niche
it will itself become a stem cell’’ (Schofield, 1978), thereby pro-
posing that the niche can effectively drive cell state. He also
noted that ‘‘a fixed [in place] haematopoietic stem cell may be
not only the means by which its immortality is achieved but
also the means by which the number of mutational errors is mini-
mized’’ (Schofield, 1978). A cell in its niche has self-renewal ca-
pacity, but he hypothesized that there are features of the niche
that prevent the natural consequence of self-renewal, namely
accumulation of genetic damage, from occurring. The niche
therefore could limit genetically altered stem cells from corrupt-
ing normal hematopoiesis. The niche concept was just that, how-
ever, as Schofield carefully noted that ‘‘no direct evidence for
this actually exists’’ (Schofield, 1978).
Ecologic Niche
Schofield ‘‘invoked the postulate of an environment.to explain
the unlimited proliferation and failure to mature of.stem cells’’
(Schofield, 1978) with clear reference to environmental con-
structs used in organismal biology. The ecological concept of
a niche to which he referred had features that were articulatedCell 157, March 27, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc. 41
Figure 1. Elements of a Stem Cell Niche as
Originally Proposed by Raymond Schofield
Image of Schofield provided by his colleague Brian
Lord. Note the background drawing of the blind
men and the elephant parable, an appropriate
cautionary reminder of the need for integration of
partial information for full understanding of niche
biology.at the time by his contemporary, P.J. Darlington as a place of
‘‘extended competition in action’’ (Darlington, 1972). He viewed
the ecological niche as different than ‘‘pre-existing pigeonholes
with boundaries’’ but rather as a setting where ‘‘pressures and
processes’’ influenced the relative abundance of subsets
of occupants (Darlington, 1972). While much of the definition of
niche biology within complex organisms has focused on
defining the components of a pigeonhole, a more dynamic
view of the niche is now emerging and may speak to Schofield’s
conception of a place where mutations are minimized. These
features again refer to ecologic concepts of niches and niche
functions.
For example, the ecologic niche may be viewed as a basis for
determining the diversity of inhabitants within a given setting.
That is, under a particular set of conditions within a given envi-
ronment of specified nutrient availability and temperature, the
range of species occupying it will be based on their relative
competitive advantage. With stable environmental conditions,
subspecies with particular traits will predominate and limit sub-
species diversity by virtue of competitive exclusion (Levine and
HilleRisLambers, 2009) (Figure 2). That concept explains how
an equilibrium that emerges in a particular niche will be one of
limited diversity where suboptimal occupants are progressively
lost from the occupant pool. If however, the environment shifts,
leading to an increase in niche ‘‘breadth,’’ the ability for previ-
ously disadvantaged subspecies to thrive increases and with it
subspecies diversity. The presence of a variegated niche may
then lend itself to the ‘‘coexistence’’ of previously excluded sub-
populations and the increase in diversity may permit different
competitive relationships between populations to emerge. Niche
breadth is a driver of diversity.
Ecologic Concepts for Tissue Biology
Applying these concepts to cell populations within the context of
a tissue may be a useful means of considering the emergence of
dysplastic and neoplastic cells within previously healthy tissue. If
niche breadth in cell biology determines the diversity of clonal
subpopulations of cells within tissue, it would follow that the per-
sistence of the altered cells that constitute dysplastic or neoplas-42 Cell 157, March 27, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc.tic tissues would be favored if there was a
cooperating change in the niche. Is there
evidence for cooperativity between the
niche and the parenchymal cells they
support in fostering abnormal tissue?
Testing this issue requires experi-
ments where alterations in niche cells
can be well controlled. The modification
of specific subsets of cells constitutingniche components has been limited, largely because defining
those cell populations with specificity is still very restricted.
This limitation is changing accompanied by intriguing results
about the role of microenvironmental ‘‘support’’ cells. In a
model where it is not clear if stem/progenitor cells are involved,
TGF-beta II receptor deletion in stromal cells expressing the pu-
tative fibroblast specific promoter (FSP1) results in invasive
squamous cell cancer of the stomach and intraepithelial neo-
plasia in the prostate (Bhowmick et al., 2004). Other studies
showed that inducing overexpression of FGF10 in prostate
mesenchymal cells results in prostate adenocarcinoma and
overexpression of a chromatin remodeling protein encoding
gene (Hmga2) in prostate stromal cells and altered Wnt signal-
ing and neoplasia in prostate epithelial cells (Memarzadeh et al.,
2007; Zong et al., 2012). These experiments demonstrated that
modifications in mesenchymal support cells could enable the
emergence of epithelial tumors. Abnormal stroma could drive
neoplasia of parenchymal cells.
Environments Enabling Neoplasia
In hematopoiesis, genetic mutations in the marrow microenvir-
onment results in myeloproliferative neoplasia in the mouse.
Specifically retinoic acid receptor-gamma (RARg) deficient ani-
mals develop myeloproliferation, but this does not occur if the
RARg/ hematopoietic cells are transplanted into a wild-type
bone marrow. Rather, genetically wild-type hematopoietic cells
transplanted into a RARg/ host results in myelproliferation
(Walkley et al., 2007a). Themyeloproliferation is not clearly asso-
ciated with any genetic alteration in the hematopoietic cells.
However, in the context of retinoblastoma (Rb) deletions, myelo-
proliferation only develops in hematopoietic cells if comple-
mented by Rb deletion in the microenvironment (Walkley et al.,
2007b). Neither cell type alone is sufficient to induce the pheno-
type. It has also been shown that the neoplastic phenotype can
be markedly affected by the genetics of the microenvironment.
Acute myeloid leukemia (AML) induced by transduction of the
oncogenic human fusion of MLL-AF9 into human CD34+
HSPC has very different manifestations dependent on the
immunocompromised mouse strain into which the cells are
Figure 2. Niche Effects on Inhabitant Diver-
sity from Ecologic Models
Settings of stable environmental conditions en-
able dominance of a competitively advantaged
population to the progressive exclusion of less fit
populations (left). However, in the context of in-
creased variability of niche conditions, the number
of subpopulations supported in a given micro-
environment increases resulting in a greater di-
versity of inhabitants (right).transplanted (Wei et al., 2008). Thus, the microenvironmental
context can enable and can modify hematopoietic neoplasia.
Focusing on more specific subsets of cells, clearer evidence
of microenvironmental changes participating in the develop-
ment of neoplasia has been generated. Deletion of microRNA
processing enzymes or the ribosomal protein associated with
human disease, Shwachman-Bodian-Diamond syndrome
(SBDS), in early but not mature osteolineage mesenchymal cells,
results in disordered hematopoiesis (Raaijmakers et al., 2010). In
that model, there is the rare outgrowth of cells that have acquired
new, multiple genetic lesions and have transformed into lethal
acute myeloid leukemia. Of the three leukemias that could be
studied in detail, it is notable that two of them have a shared
chromosomal abnormality suggesting a highly nonrandom out-
growth of abnormal cells. Additional studies by others modifying
b-catenin in mouse osteoblasts have recently shown the emer-
gence of acute myeloid leukemias with common chromosomal
alterations and increased Notch signaling. Corresponding mo-
lecular alterations were seen in osteoblasts in 38% of human
AML patients (Kode et al., 2014). Furthermore, some patients
who have undergone allogeneic transplantation for AML, have
relapsed with leukemia of donor cell origin, strongly suggesting
that they have a leukemia-fostering microenvironment (Wise-
man, 2011). These data indicate that perturbations of cells in
the environment can alter the signals provided to the parenchy-
mal cells they support can enable—if not induce—the expansion
of an altered subpopulation of cells that can eventually become
dominant and deadly. Much like in ecology, a shift in the
conditions of the niche can permit subspecies to thrive, in this
case, leukemic cells.
While altered mesenchymal cells can result in parenchymal
neoplasia, it is not clear if this is due to a competitive selection
process or simply increased growth factor support by the
microenvironment. However, other models indicate that the in-
terface between a niche and its occupants can select for specificCell 1characteristics. This is the case in at least
one classic example in hematopoiesis,
the W/Wv mouse. In that animal, a spon-
taneously occurring mutant tyrosine
kinase receptor gene, c-kit, impairs the
hematopoietic cells and specifically
renders them incapable of successfully
competing against cells of wild-type
c-kit (Bernstein and Russell, 1959). Wild-
type stem cells readily replace the W/Wv
cells and provide durable hematopoiesis.
Therefore competitive disadvantage hasbeen demonstrated. Pharmacologic manipulation of pathways
implicated in niche occupancy has also resulted in alteration of
competitive relationships among stem and progenitor cells.
The use of nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drug (NSAID) eicosa-
noid inhibitors alters the expression of chemokine receptors
such as CXCR4, a known mediator of HSC-niche interactions.
HSC in which the eicosanoid pathway is inhibited by specific
NSAIDS are disadvantaged when competing with cells not
exposed to that drug (Hoggatt et al., 2013). Therefore, select
perturbations can sufficiently affect stem cell-niche interactions
to change the competitive dynamics of cell populations within
a tissue.
Niche Variability
The likelihood that niche cells acquire genotypic changes that
introduce variability into the niche and affect the conditions for
parenchymal cells is in part dependent on the dynamics of niche
cell populations. For example, if niche cells are long-lived and
only replace themselves via mature cell division, the potential
for an acquired change in a niche cell to combine with a comple-
mentary change in a parenchymal cell to result in neoplasia
would be low. A niche cell might be mutated, but it would not
be expected to create a major ‘‘field’’ unless it was fully trans-
formed. However, if niche cells were more dynamically turning
over and depend on a self-renewing pool of stem cells for replen-
ishment, mutations could accumulate in a pool of niche cells
creating a field defect. This abnormal field may change the pa-
rameters of the niche that foster or select against parenchymal
cell occupants. By forming an abnormal field rather than single
modified niche cells, the potential for complementary abnormal-
ities enabling abnormal parenchymal cells to establish them-
selves hypothetically increases (Figure 3). The combination of
stem cells contributing to cells on either side of the niche-stem
cell interface would provide a context in which genetic altera-
tions in each stem cell population could accumulate and, if57, March 27, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc. 43
Figure 3. How Population Dynamics of
Stromal Support Populations May Influence
the Relative Likelihood of Contributing to a
Neoplastic Outgrowth
Abnormal hematopoietic subpopulations that de-
pend upon stromal support will persist provided
there is a ‘‘match’’ between the supportive context
the stroma provides and the needs of the mutant
HSCs/progenitor cells. The likelihood such coop-
erating pairing will occur is low if the stromal cells
rarely turnover or are replenished by mature cell
division (left). In such a setting, the abnormal
hematopoietic cell may be lost by competitive
exclusion. However, if stromal cells are dynamic
with frequent cell replenishment occurring by
production ofmature stromal cells from stem cells,
then a cooperating alteration in a stromal ‘‘field’’
supporting abnormal hematopoietic populations
would be more likely to occur and the abnormal
clone to persist (right).both sides turnover with some rapidity, a pairing of complemen-
tary phenotypes would be more likely (Figure 4).
Mesenchymal Cell Dynamics in the Bone Marrow
Defining the cell dynamics of niche cells depends on well-
defined niche cell identities and having genetic tools available
to accomplish pulse-chase experiments. This has been done in
osteolineage cells in the bone marrow and shown that the turn-
over kinetics of these cells is strikingly high (measured in weeks
to months) and the cells are replenished by a stem/progenitor
population (Park et al., 2012). Of note, primitive, self-renewing
mesenchymal cells with ‘‘stem cell’’ characteristics in that study
can be serially transplanted and have the capacity to both
migrate locally and translocate via the blood. Population dynam-
ics and function would therefore suggest that, if mutations arise
in the population that affects hematopoietic cell support, they
can result in a field-like alteration of the bone marrow. Whether
this would be sufficient to accomplish a so called ‘‘field cancer-
ization’’ effect of a stem/progenitor niche is not known, but the
characteristics of the cells are commensurate with what would
be required (Slaughter et al., 1953).
Descendent Cells Altering the Niche
Coexistence of genetically modified niche and parenchymal cells
may occur in another setting where the genetic events may not
be independent. Daughter cells descending from stem cells
have been shown to become niche cells in a number of tissues.
In those cases, genetically aberrant stem cells may create off-
spring that affect the fitness constraints for their parents. For ex-
ample, in the small intestine the Paneth cell is a Lgr5+ stem cell
descendent and plays a critical niche role in regulating Lgr5+ in-
testinal stem cells (Sato et al., 2011). This cell type has been
shown to alter stem cell growth as discussed in greater detail
below. In the hair follicle, K6+ inner bulge stem cells enter into
cell cycle, differentiate, and, rather than contributing to the gen-
eration of hair, revert back to the bulge where they contribute to
the stem cell niche (Hsu et al., 2011). They do not revert to a stem
cell state, but can regulate the proliferation of stem cell neigh-
bors. With descendant cells playing central roles in the niche,44 Cell 157, March 27, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc.alterations in the stem cell have the potential to result in altera-
tions in the niche.
In hematopoiesis, three different types of mature hemato-
poietic cells have been implicated in modifying the local stem
cell environment. Macrophages alter stem cell localization and
regulatory T cells provide immune sanctuary (Chow et al.,
2011; Fujisaki et al., 2011; Winkler et al., 2010). In addition, re-
cent work indicates that megakaryocytes provide multiple sig-
nals that affect mesenchymal components of the stem cell niche
and the cell cycle status of stem cells, inducing quiescence (Hea-
zlewood et al., 2013; Olson et al., 2013)(Paul Frenette, personal
communication). In this context, the megakaryocyte provides
feedback whereby adequate numbers of those more mature
cells keeps the less mature stem cell from excessive activation.
It is possible therefore that an abnormal stem cell could generate
offspring incapable of constraining self-renewing stem cell
proliferation, a set-up for oncogenesis. This model remains hy-
pothetical at this time, but the prominence of abnormalmegakar-
yocytes in malignant human syndromes such as myelodysplasia
assures that it will be tested in short order.
Bidirectional Communication within the Niche in
Disease
The dynamic nature of the cells in the niche may include other
mechanisms bywhich an abnormal population of niche residents
may shape the environment to their favor. This has been docu-
mented in one study where a leukemia cell line influenced the in-
teraction of normal HSC/progenitor cells with the bone marrow
microenvironment by changing their mobilization capability (Col-
mone et al., 2008). More definitively, genetic changes introduced
into hematopoietic cells induce secondary changes in microen-
vironmental cells that foster support of the abnormal hemato-
poietic populations (Schepers et al., 2013). Using a model of
BCR/ABL (breakpoint cluster region (Bcr) and Abelson kinase
(Abl) fusion encoding the BCR/ABL protein) induced myeloproli-
ferative neoplasia (MPN), it was demonstrated that this primary
modification of hematopoietic cells is accompanied by a de-
crease in osteolineage mesenchymal cell expression of mole-
cules that support normal hematopoiesis (such as CXCL12 and
Figure 4. Dynamics of Genetic Changes in the Stem Cell Niche
Diversity of subpopulations introduced by accumulating genetic changes may
increase over time in both the support and supported cells leading to an in-
creased likelihood of cooperation between cell types to enable neoplasia.kit ligand). The result is a marked disadvantage to normal HSCs
and progenitor cells while providing a fully supportive environ-
ment for leukemic cells. The competitive balance was therefore
shifted towardmalignant cells, not simply due to intrinsic charac-
teristics of the BCR/ABL transformed cells. Rather, the BCR/ABL
cells effectively induce a remodeling of the niche to their advant-
age accompanied by a secondary compromise of their normal
cell competitors: ruthless neighbors.
This two-way conversation may not be restricted to mesen-
chymal cells as neural populations participating in the niche
are also affected in settings of tissue dysfunction. Emerging
data indicate that the neural crest derived nonmyelinating
Schwann cells associate with the sympathetic nerve cells in
the bonemarrow become abnormal in the context of amyelopro-
liferative neoplasia associated with the JAK2-V617F mutation.
Those neoplastic hematopoietic cells impair activity of the sym-
pathetic nervous system. Intervening with b3 agonists to over-
come the neural deficit partially reverses the hematopoietic
phenotype (S. Me´ndez-Ferrer, personal communication). The
abnormal occupant of the niche can thereby engage in a func-
tional symbiosis with its corresponding niche cells.
The implication of thismodel is that interventions to arrest neo-
plasia need not be restricted to the putative neoplastic cell itself.
Rather, if neoplasia is fostered by a coordinated corruption of
both niche and niche occupant, attacking the niche can theoret-
ically provide benefit. The concept of cancer as a disease of tis-
sue and not just a particular cell type has long been argued, and
the models above provide support for that perspective. They do
not negate the critical importance of cell autonomous drivers of
transformation, but do suggest that cooperativity may be of suf-
ficient impact to be worthy of exploration.
Evidence for intervening to specifically alter the niche has been
provided by recent data showing that inactivation of the parathy-
roid hormone receptor in osteolineage mesenchymal cells in the
bone marrow, genetically or with drugs, results in a reduction of
leukemia stem-like cells in vivo (Krause et al., 2013). Therefore,
the ongoing and highly plastic relationship between niche celland occupant may ultimately unveil new biologically driven ap-
proaches to some cancers.
Niche as a Driver of Cell State
The conversation between niche and stem cell is clearly two-way
and it is not just the niche cell that can be molded by its occu-
pant. The niche can be dominant and impose stem cell features
on occupying cells as envisioned by Schofield (Schofield, 1978).
This ability of the niche to impose stemness first gained experi-
mental support in Drosophila (Brawley and Matunis, 2004).
Two studies demonstrated that the germ cell niche can revert
maturing cells to germ-cell-like features. In males, an empty tes-
tis niche occupied by prospermatogonia results in the reversion
of those cells to a germ cell stem cell state (Brawley andMatunis,
2004). Ovarioles similarly are shown to have replacement of lost
germ cells by stem cell descendants who are capable of reac-
quiring stem cell features and competing with other stem cells
for niche occupancy (Nystul and Spradling, 2007). In animals
with long intervals to sexual maturity, like most mammals, it
was thought that such a model would be disadvantageous and
may be selected against since enabling cells to reacquire self-re-
newal would be a set-up for cancer. The ‘‘transient amplifying’’
pool of progenitors was considered a means of enabling cell ex-
pansion while reducing the durability of any acquired mutation. If
the cells could become self-renewing by occupying a vacant
niche, they would no longer be transient and the risk of the
multiple genetic alterations associated with cancer would be in-
creased. Recent data argue against the prediction that microen-
vironments in mammals are not capable of reverting maturing
cells to a stem cell state.
Using elegant lineage tracingmethods in the mouse, induction
of stemness has been demonstrated in several experimental
systems. Short-lived multipotent epithelial cells in the small in-
testinal crypt express Dll1 and that promoter was used to label
and track the fate of the progenitor cells (van Es et al., 2012).
Under conditions of epithelial injury, the cells provide long-term
multilineage reconstitution in vivo, consistent with microenviron-
ment-induced reversion to a stem cell state. In the skin, it has
been shown that a vacant hair follicle stem cell niche created
by laser ablation can be effectively repopulated with a nonstem
cell population that takes on stem cell functions (Rompolas et al.,
2013). The function of stem cells is highly regionalized with cells
positioned at the upper regions of the bulge being quiescent,
lower bulge cells proliferating and yielding outer root sheath cells
and those stem cells below it, in the hair germ, generating differ-
entiating populations. These position/function correlations re-
semble what has been documented in the intestine where rapidly
cycling and quiescent stem cells reside in distinct locations at
the base of the intestinal crypt (Li and Clevers, 2010). In the
skin, specific locations could be vacated using laser ablation.
Specifically, bulge cell loss results in the translocalization of
other epidermal cells, cells that bear lineage marks of epithelial
cells from the interfollicular region or other nonbulge sites (Rom-
polas et al., 2013). Yet, those cells can generate and regenerate
hair and reorganized the position/function relationships of the in-
tact follicle. The niche seemed to be able to drive cell fate con-
verting one population to another simply by occupancy. Such
plasticity of cell fate and reversion to a tissue specificCell 157, March 27, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc. 45
Figure 5. Niche as an Interlocutor of Organismal Needs
How the niche must incorporate signals indicating the state of the tissue and
organism to properly regulate cell production under homeostatic and stress
conditions.multipotential cell state has been experimentally achieved with
genetic manipulation in the past (Nutt et al., 1999). But, the ability
of such reprogramming to occur based on signals of a niche en-
vironment belies a new level of plasticity.
It is apparent that the dedifferentiation effect of some locations
may be more generalizable. By depleting stem cells in the lung,
Rajagopal and colleagues showed that loss of basal cells, a mul-
tipotent stem cell of airway epithelia, results in the lineage rever-
sion of mature secretory cells (Clara cells) into functional stem
cells that can then go on to repopulate both Clara and ciliated
cells (Tata et al., 2013). Studying the stomach, Clevers et al.
found similarly that mature cells, in this case fully differentiated
chief cells that retained expression of stem cell associated genes
including troy, can adopt a stem-cell-like function (Stange et al.,
2013). The latter model is more consistent with a ‘‘facultative’’
adoption of stem cell features by mature cells, rather than a de-
differentiation process (Yanger and Stanger, 2011). This model
would argue for a reserve population of cells with stem cell
capacity essentially at the ‘‘ready’’ in times of need. These exam-
ples of plasticity of cell fate with reacquisition or resumption of
stem cell functions, respectively, argue for context providing
marked shifts in cell state. What molecular mechanisms modu-
late these changes is not entirely clear, though in the case of
the stomach, Wnt signals, perhaps from mesenchymal cells
found in pits near the troy+ chief cells, may provide essential
cues. In the case of the lung, a very interesting dependence on
other cell types is observed.
Reversion to a stem-cell-like state in the lung is prevented by
the presence of neighboring stem cells. Ex vivo, even a single
basal cell was sufficient to restrain the secretory Clara cells
from undergoing a state conversion to a stem cell (Tata et al.,
2013). These data would therefore argue that vacancy in a niche
could enable dedifferentiation, but within rather severely im-
posed constraints imposed by other stem cells. If a stem
cell can confine the ability of a differentiated cell to revert,46 Cell 157, March 27, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc.then occupants of niches may not be merely filling an
otherwise vacant, stem-cell-enabling space. Rather, they may
‘‘feed-forward’’ inhibitory signals on their progeny restricting
the number that can reacquire stem cell features. The ability of
the niche to induce the stem cell state is influenced by existing
stem cells.
Tissue Logic in the Niche
If the stem cell state can be imposed by the niche, and yet the
niche can be shaped by the stem cell, what are the boundaries
that keep niche and stem cell numbers constant? Directing
organizers must exist. Exploring this in adult tissues is compli-
cated, but the hematopoietic system does offer some insight.
Quiescent HSCs have been defined to be in close proximity to
arterioles with Nestin-hi mesenchymal cells that are abundant
in the endosteal region (Kunisaki et al., 2013). Such a physical as-
sociation is highly nonrandom in contrast to proximity to sinusoi-
dal vessels that have other mesenchymal cells in association
with them (Ding et al., 2012; Kunisaki et al., 2013). HSCs that
are transplanted also appear to favor periarteriolar sites near
the endosteum (Spencer et al. 2014) and a number of studies
have indicated the preferential localization of HSC near the en-
dosteal region of trabecular bone in bothmouse and human (Ellis
et al., 2011; Guezguez et al., 2013; Nombela-Arrieta et al., 2013).
The nestin+ cells have been reported tomodify stem cell function
(Me´ndez-Ferrer et al., 2010). Ablation of those niche cells re-
duces HSC number. High-resolution imaging of transplanted
subsets of cells indicates that stem cells and progenitors cells lo-
cate distinctly in the bone marrow; position was cell-state de-
pendent (Lo Celso et al., 2009). This organizing of cells, pairing
cell states with particular locations defined by macroanatomic
structures like arterioles or trabecular endosteum, implies an ar-
chitectural or tissue level of control. That is, that niche organiza-
tion reflects the same influences that shape the morphogenesis
of a tissue or the vasculature that sustains it. These include bio-
mechanical forces that have now been experimentally demon-
strated to influence the differentiation and proliferative features
of skeletal muscle, hematopoietic, and multiple other stem cell
types (Gilbert et al., 2012; Lutolf et al., 2009; Shin et al., 2014).
Niche as Interlocutor of Tissue and Organismal State
The homeostatic and reparative functions of stem cells require
that they be regulated in amanner fitting the physiologic context.
As such, what regulates stem cells must have the ability to gain
inputs reflective of the tissue and organismal state and make
those coherent to the stem cell. The niche then can be viewed
as an integrator and translator of information from the tissue
home of the stem cell and from more distant sites (Figure 5).
Combined, these functions make it unlikely that any single cell
type comprises the niche for complex, rapidly turning over tis-
sues like blood, skin, intestine, and airway. Within the bone mar-
row, the need to incorporate tissue and organismal input for
blood cell production makes it unsurprising that the niche in-
cludes cells of the circulatory, nervous, and immune systems.
Experimental evidence has been generated in support of a role
for each of these systems. For the circulatory system, endothelial
cells expressing Cre recombinase under the control of the Tie2
promoter was used to conditionally delete kit ligand or
CXCL12 and resulted in a decrease in HSC in the bone marrow
indicating the necessity of this cell type for the persistence of
HSCs (Ding and Morrison, 2013; Ding et al., 2012; Greenbaum
et al., 2013). Further, VEGFR2 expressing sinusoidal endothelial
cells have been shown to be necessary for HSC and progenitor
cell engraftment postirradiation (Hooper et al., 2009). Protection
of bone marrow vascular endothelium improves survival and re-
generation of hematopoiesis after radiation (Doan et al., 2013),
while addition of endothelial progenitors to a stem cell graft en-
hanced engraftment efficiency (Salter et al., 2009). These studies
demonstrate the participation of endothelium in regulating stem
and progenitor cells.
Nervous system cells are more clearly integrators of informa-
tion from a distance. Evidence for nervous system contribution
to HSC regulation comes from several experimental contexts.
First, sympathetic neurons affect stem cell localization mediated
by b3 adrenergic receptor activation (Katayama et al., 2006). The
presence of altered sympathetic neurons in the marrow in
models of diabetes is associated with altered ability of HSPC
to be mobilized by G-CSF and cytotoxic chemotherapy related
sympathetic neuron injury adversely affected hematopoietic re-
covery (Ferraro et al., 2011; Lucas et al., 2013). Second, glial
cells that serve as nonmyelinating Schwann cells activate
TGFb and thereby regulate HSC quiescence as evident from
adrenergic neuron disruption in marrow resulting in loss of
HSC (Yamazaki et al., 2011).
Evidence for immune system participation in stem cell regula-
tion includes T lymphocytes contributing to HSC engraftment
(Adams et al., 2003) and T cell depletion associatingwith engraft-
ment failure clinically (Ash et al., 1991). With engraftment, regu-
latory T cells provide an immune sanctuary in the bone marrow
for HSC (Fujisaki et al., 2011). These three systems are, in a
sense, professional integrators of information at an organismal
level and input from them can provide a means by which the
HSC then ‘‘reads-out’’ on a single cell level the needs of the
organism.
Evidence for the HSC reflecting organismal state is seen in
several contexts. First, the b3-adrenergic cells regulation of
stem cell localization has been linked to central nervous circa-
dian rhythms (Me´ndez-Ferrer et al., 2009). HSCs migrate into
and out of the bone marrow throughout adulthood with varying
frequency on a daily basis mediated by sympathetic nervous
system cells and the efficiency of HSC transplants is affected
by circadian cycle (Me´ndez-Ferrer et al., 2009; Scheiermann
et al., 2012). This connection of neural input to hematopoietic
activity is not just seen in mammals as Drosophila have been
shown to alter hematopoietic progenitor differentiation in re-
sponse to GABA released upon olfactory nerve stimulation by
food odors (Shim et al., 2013).
As an example of acute responses to a tissue or organismal
need, HSC proliferate in response to immune triggers like inter-
feron alpha (Essers et al., 2009). In a model of systemic infection
with Mycobacterium, HSC change proliferative activity in re-
sponse to interferon gamma (Baldridge et al., 2010) and with
Pseudomonas sepsis, they decrease myeloid differentiation
capacity in a TLR4 dependent manner (Rodriguez et al., 2009).
Other systemic inputs also influence stem and progenitor pools.
Drosophila modulates hematopoietic progenitor differentiationdirectly in response to amino acid levels, increasing the differen-
tiation and thereby the loss of progenitors under conditions of
amino acid deficiency altering mTor activity (Shim et al., 2012).
With intestinal stem cells (ISC), it has been elegantly demonstra-
ted that nutritional state affects stem cells not directly, but
through the niche (Yilmaz et al., 2012). Paneth cells are key par-
ticipants in ISC regulation (Sato et al., 2011). Calorie restriction
decreased mTorc1 signaling resulting in increased levels of the
ectoenzyme, bone stromal antigen-1, that produces ADP-ribose
(Yilmaz et al., 2012). ADP-ribose then acted in a paracrine man-
ner to augment ISC self-renewal. In this way, the niche translates
organismal nutritional status to activity of the stem cell.
Niche Subtypes Regulate Specific Subsets of Stem and
Progenitor Cells
It is also likely that the information needed for the regulated dif-
ferentiation of stem and progenitor cells is governed at multiple
levels. It is the progenitor or transient amplifying pool that may
be regarded as the most nimble cell population in terms of cell
production in response to changing needs of a rapidly turning
over tissue. That population is highly replicative and highly re-
sponsive to cytokines and progenitors have been shown to
feed back to stem cells. For example, it has been shown that dif-
ferentiating hematopoietic cells inDrosophila negatively regulate
extracellular adenosine levels by expression of an adenosine de-
aminase (Mondal et al., 2011). Since adenosine is a proliferative
signal to more immature cells, the maturing progenitor cells
effectively restrict further generation of themselves. Inmammals,
some K6+ descendants of hair stem cells become negative reg-
ulators of stem cell function by expressing BMP6 and FGF18
(Hsu et al., 2011) thereby also restricting the activity of stem
cell production.
There is also evidence that progenitor differentiation choice is
regulated by stem cells. For example, in Drosophila, midgut in-
testinal stem cells differentially express vesicular Delta to affect
the relative generation of enterocytes and enteroendocrine cells
(Ohlstein and Spradling, 2007).
Progenitor regulation is then reasonable to consider as also re-
sponsive to cells in place, to a localized niche. This has now been
demonstrated in several settings including mammalian hemato-
poiesis. In mouse bone marrow, there are a number of perivas-
cular mesenchymal cells that have been defined by markers
such as Nestin, LeptinR, PRX1, and CXCL12 (Ding et al., 2012;
Greenbaum et al., 2013; Me´ndez-Ferrer et al., 2010; Sugiyama
et al., 2006). None of these markers are entirely specific and
studies defining the role of cells defined by them all have limita-
tions, but it does not appear that the populations are entirely
overlapping (Kunisaki et al., 2013). Heterogeneity in identity ex-
tends beyond that of the markers defining them as the cells
have different functions. For example, the Nestin-GFPhigh cells
appear to be those residing in close proximity to and regulating
quiescent HSC (Kunisaki et al., 2013). LepR+ cells express high
levels of kit ligand that has been shown to be critical for maintain-
ing the number of HSC. Nestin-Cre cells do not express kit ligand
at the levels reported for LepR+ cells and deleting kit ligand in
Nestin-Cre cells had little impact on HSC number (Ding et al.,
2012). Other cells that express markers indicating osteolineage
specification, appear to be more relevant for regulatingCell 157, March 27, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc. 47
hematopoietic progenitors rather than stem cells. Indeed, in an-
imals where CXCL12 is deleted in cells expressing Cre recombi-
nase under control of a collagen 1.1 2.3kb promoter (active in
osteoblastic cells), HSC function is not different in SDF1/
compared with heterozygote CXCL12/+ animals (Ding and
Morrison, 2013). Rather, lymphoid cells are the most affected.
Specific regulatorymicroenvironments then appear to exist for
progenitor as well as stem cells. As the distinct populations of
cells within the marrow microenvironment are better defined, it
is likely that distinct roles will become evident. For example, con-
ducting cell depletion experiments using conditional expression
of the diphtheria toxin receptor restricted to particular popula-
tions, the loss of osteocalcin expressing cells altered the number
and function of a very specific, lineage restricted lymphoid pre-
cursors (D. Scadden, unpublished data). Combined with the
Sdf1 deletion in osteoblastic cells suggests that there may be
a fine grained distinction between mesenchymal cells in terms
of the hematopoietic cells they support. Some more immature
osteolineage cells affecting lymphoid progenitors broadly and
more mature osteolineage cells affecting specific subsets of
lymphoid progenitors. The specific pairing of mesenchymal
and hematopoietic cells is suggested by these findings and rai-
ses the potential for gaining a directory of regulatory cell types
in niches and their regulated partners. Should this be borne
out, it offers the potential of being able to tune the production
of particular hematopoietic cells by targeting their niche com-
panion. Accomplishing this will require an intensive assessment
of just how diverse populations of mesenchymal and endothelial
cells are. Heterogeneity among these cell types clearly exists.
But disambiguating the collection into a hierarchical ordering in
terms of whom they influence is an essential next step in the field
both for the purposes of engineering particular outcomes and in
terms of exploring the role of particular interactions in the devel-
opment of disease.
Concluding Remarks
The term stroma is no longer a suitable means of simply lumping
all the subpopulations of mesenchymal cells regulating hemato-
poiesis or other stem and progenitor populations, but the
constituent list of what we now call stroma remains very incom-
plete. At present, select promoters are used to either delete
selected genes or selected cell populations, but more unbiased
approaches are needed. In the skin, efforts to address this by
segregating fibroblasts based on their position relative to epi-
dermis has been informative (Driskell et al., 2013). That is,
deep dermal fibroblasts had the capacity to support hair follicle
formation while superficial fibroblasts did not. Therefore, it may
be reasonable to start by looking at cells based on proximity to
the cells of interest. Evaluating this in the hematopoietic system
by examining osteolineage cells at endosteal surface that reside
in close proximity to the HSPC localizing there after transplant
has been performed. Using a single-cell isolation and RNA se-
quencing approach it is clear that proximate mesenchymal cells
bear a distinct molecular expression signature compared with
cells at a distance (D. Scadden, unpublished data). This has
led to identification of cell-surface molecules that then can be
used to either isolate such cells or evaluate them in situ by im-
munohistochemistry. It can also identify cell-surface or48 Cell 157, March 27, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc.secreted molecules that may play a regulatory role as has
been recently validated.
While the proximity principal may help identify those cells most
likely to have a regulatory effect, it excludes cells that may act at
a distance and requires some degree of prior bias to label the
cells. It is reasonable therefore to begin to take truly unbiased
approaches by efforts such as single cell RNaseq on nonhema-
topoietic cells broadly to begin to catalog the full complexity of
the cells comprising the stem- and progenitor-cell microenviron-
ment. While collecting specimens seems more like field biology,
it is likely to be a fruitful endeavor in tissue biology so that experi-
ments can be designed to test the lineage relationships among
the cells of stroma and to then systematically evaluate their func-
tional consequence. By having better classification schemas for
cell subpopulations and matching their effects on hematopoietic
cells, a systems biology of hematopoietic tissue will become a
possibility. It is the systems approach that will ultimately permit
understanding the circuitry of stem and progenitor cell re-
sponses. With such information in hand, it may be possible to
provide more targeted interventions to achieve better outcomes
in regeneration or neoplasia.
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